The TP/TC4 machine is designed to cut loose radial components. The speed and cutting height are adjustable. The machine stops when the front cover is removed from the machine.

The length of the leads in origin shall be minimum L + 6 mm (.236").

Optional accessories

BR3 78.0001 (p.12.7mm/.5")
BR3 78.0002 (p.15mm/.59")
reel holder
braccio porta bobina

This accessory can be attached to the TP/TC4 machine to allow the quick cut of radial components in tape and reel. It is available in two versions: for tape with 12.7 or 15 mm Pitch.

L’accessorio BR3 può essere applicato alla macchina TP/TC4 quando sia necessario lavorare componenti radiali nastri.
Può essere fornito in due versioni: per il nastro a passo 12.7 oppure 15 mm.